Age of Steam: Time Traveler

Age of Steam: Time Traveler™ is an exciting new expansion for the highly popular Age of Steam board game series.

Imagine creating a railway network that can transport you to 8 different Eras in Time! For example, profit by moving goods from Ancient Greece to Napoleonic France or from the Stone Age to H.G. Well’s FUTURE...the combinations are mind-boggling!

It is late 19th century America and the first time travel device is developed by Nikola Tesla. The “Tesla Coil” is able to bend time-space but requires great speed to do so. With funding from the B&O railroad, Mr. Tesla outfits several locomotives with the Tesla Coil and employs a crew of top-secret conductors to travel on the tracks of time. The job won’t be easy, but the profits could be great. Are you ready to travel the Railways through Time?

“Railways of the World, as a system, is as easy to get into as any train game...barring...ones such as Ticket to Ride or Transamerica. I’d recommend it to TTR fans looking for something beyond...set collecting and route planning. Railways of the World and its expansions represent a system that is a truly great game with plenty of fun and strategy to offer”.

~~Michael Barnes at Gameshark.com

Game designed by Charlie Bink and Sean Brown
Published by Eagle Games
Made in China

Players: 2 - 6 players
Playing time: 120 minutes
Age: Adult 13 +
Case size: 6 (3 lbs. or 1400 grams/unit)

Product Code: 101263N
UPC: 718122564590
Size: 9 5/8” x 12 ¼” x 2 ½”
MSRP: $35.99

Target Audience:
- Casual to serious gamers
- Fans of railroad, history and geography games
- Game, toy, gift, museum and book store patrons

Core Information:
- Handsomely illustrated game box and boards
- Easy-to-learn rules
- Strategic board game with many paths to victory
- Exercises planning and reasoning skills
- Develops mathematic and economic skills